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ABORNING ABGINNOR while being born [adv] 

ADMIRING ADGIIMNR ADMIRE, to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval [v] 

ADOPTING ADGINOPT ADOPT, to take into one's family by legal means [v] 

ADOPTION ADINOOPT act of adopting (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S] 

ADOPTIVE ADEIOPTV ADOPTION, act of adopting (to take into one's family by legal means) [adj] 

ADORABLE AABDELOR worthy of being adored [adj] 

ADORABLY AABDLORY ADORABLE, worthy of being adored [adv] 

ADORNING ADGINNOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive [v] 

ADULTERY ADELRTUY voluntary sexual intercourse between married person and someone other than his or her spouse [n -RIES] 

AFFIANCE AACEFFIN to betroth (to engage to marry) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

AFFINITY AFFIINTY natural attraction or inclination [n -TIES] 

AFLUTTER AEFLRTTU nervously excited [adj] 

ALLIABLE AABEILLL capable of being allied [adj] 

ALLIANCE AACEILLN association formed to further common interests of its members [n -S] 

ALLURING AGILLNRU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

AMICABLE AABCEILM friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

AMICABLY AABCILMY AMICABLE, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adv] 

AMORETTO AEMOORTT cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love) [n -TTI, -S] 

ANCESTOR ACENORST to be ancestor (person from whom one is descended) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ANCESTRY ACENRSTY line or body of ancestors [n -RIES] 

ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S] 

ANESTRUS AENRSSTU period of sexual dormancy [n -RI] 

ANTIMALE AAEILMNT opposed to men [adj] 

ANTIPILL AIILLNPT opposed to use of contraceptive pills [adj] 

ANTIRAPE AAEINPRT concerned with preventing rape [adj] 

ANTISMUT AIMNSTTU opposed to pornography [adj] 

APPETENT AEENPPTT marked by strong desire [adj] 

ARDENTLY ADELNRTY ARDENT, characterized by intense emotion [adv] 

AROUSING AGINORSU AROUSE, to stimulate [v] 
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BACHELOR ABCEHLOR unmarried male [n -S] 

BALLOCKS ABCKLLOS offensive word [n] 

BANTERED ABDEENRT BANTER, to exchange mildly teasing remarks [v] 

BANTERER ABEENRRT one that banters (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [n -S] 

BARONESS ABENORSS wife of baron [n -ES] 

BEATIFIC ABCEFIIT blissful (very happy) [adj] 

BEAUTIES ABEEISTU BEAUTY, one that is lovely [n] 

BEDDABLE ABBDDEEL suitable for taking to bed [adj] 

BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S] 

BEDPLATE ABDEELPT frame support [n -S] 

BEDQUILT BDEILQTU quilt for bed [n -S] 

BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S] 

BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST drapery attached to bedframe [n -S] 

BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S] 
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BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S] 

BEERIEST BEEEIRST BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEFRIEND BDEEFINR to act as friend to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEGEMMED BDEEEGMM BEGEM, to gem (to adorn with gems (precious stones)) [v] 

BEGLAMOR  ABEGLMOR   to dazzle with glamor [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEKISSED BEEIKSSS BEKISS, to cover with kisses [v] 

BEKISSES BDEEIKSS BEKISS, to cover with kisses [v] 

BENEDICK BCDEEIKN benedict (newly married man) [n -S] 

BENEDICT BCDEEINT newly married man [n -S] 

BERCEUSE BCEEERSU lullaby [n -S] 

BERDACHE ABCDEEHR Native American male transvestite [n -S] 

BERINGED BDEEGINR adorned with rings [adj] 

BESPOUSE  BEEOPSSU   to marry [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BEUNCLED  BCDEELNU   having many uncles [adj] 

BIGAMIES ABEGIIMS BIGAMY, crime of being married to two people at once [n] 

BIGAMIST ABGIIMST one who commits bigamy [n -S] 

BIGAMOUS ABGIMOSU guilty of bigamy [adj] 

BIMBETTE BBEEIMTT attractive but empty-headed young woman [n -S] 

BIRACIAL AABCIILR having members of two races [adj] 

BISEXUAL ABEILSUX one who is attracted to both sexes [n -S] 

BLISSFUL BFILLSSU very happy [adj] 

BLISSING BGIILNSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BOINKING BGIIKNNO BOINK, offensive word [v] 

BOLLOCKS BCKLLOOS offensive word [n] 

BONHOMIE BEHIMNOO friendliness [n -S] 

BORDELLO BDELLOOR brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

BOYCHICK BCCHIKOY boychik (young man) [n -S] 

BOYISHLY BHILOSYY BOYISH, resembling boy (male child (young person)) [adv] 

BRETHREN BEEHNRRT BROTHER, male sibling [n] 

BRIDALLY ABDILLRY in manner befitting bride [adv] 

BROMANCE ABCEMNOR close, nonsexual relationship between men [n -S] 

BRUNETTE BEENRTTU dark-haired female [n -S] 

BUDDYING BDDGINUY BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 

BUNDLING BDGILNNU former courtship custom [n -S]  

BUNKMATE ABEKMNTU person with whom sleeping quarters are shared [n -S] 

BUSTIEST BEISSTTU BUSTY, full-bosomed [adj] 

BUSTLINE BEILNSTU distance around bust (upper torso of woman) [n -S] 

BUTCHEST BCEHSTTU BUTCH, being very short haircut [adj] 

BUXOMEST BEMOSTUX BUXOM, healthily plump [adj] 
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CAMISOLE ACEILMOS brief negligee [n -S] 

CANOODLE ACDELNOO to caress [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CAREFREE ACEEEFRR being without worry or anxiety [adj] 

CARESSED ACDEERSS CARESS, to touch lovingly [v] 

CARESSER ACEERRSS one that caresses (to touch lovingly) [n -S] 
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CARESSES ACEERSSS CARESS, to touch lovingly [v] 

CARNALLY AACLLNRY CARNAL, pertaining to bodily appetites [adv] 

CAROUSER ACEORRSU one that carouses (to engage in carousal) [n -S] 

CASTRATO AACORSTT singer castrated in boyhood [n -S, -TI] 

CATAMITE AACEIMTT boy used for sodomy [n -S] 

CATHOUSE ACEHOSTU brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

CELIBACY ABCCEILY abstention from sexual intercourse [n -CIES] 

CELIBATE ABCEEILT one who lives life of celibacy (abstention from sexual intercourse) [n -S] 

CERVICAL ACCEILRV pertaining to cervix [adj] 

CESAREAN AACEENRS method of child delivery [n -S] 

CESARIAN AACEINRS cesarean (method of child delivery) [n -S] 

CHARISMA AACHIMRS special magnetic appeal [n -S, -TA] 

CHARMING ACGHIMNR pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] / CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] 

CHASTELY ACEHLSTY CHASTE, morally pure [adv] 

CHASTEST ACEHSSTT CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHASTITY ACHISTTY moral purity [n -TIES] 

CHATLINE ACEHILNT telephone service that allows conversation among several callers [n -S] 

CHILDBED BCDDEHIL state of being woman giving birth [n -ES] 

CHILDING CDGHIILN pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adj] 

CHILDISH CDHHIILS resembling child young person [adj] 

CHILDREN CDEHILNR CHILD, young person [n] 

CHIPPIES CEHIIPPS CHIPPY, prostitute [n] 

CHIVALRY ACHILRVY knightly behavior and skill [n -RIES] 

CHUMMIER CEHIMMRU CHUMMY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

CHUMMILY CHILMMUY CHUMMY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adv] 

CHUMMING CGHIMMNU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

CHUMSHIP CHHIMPSU friendship [n -S] 

CICISBEO BCCEIIOS lover of married woman [n -EI, -S] 

CLANNISH ACHILNNS characteristic of clan [adj] 

CLANSMAN AACLMNNS member of clan [n -MEN] 

CLITORAL ACILLORT CLITORIS, sex organ [adj] 

CLITORIC CCIILORT CLITORIS, sex organ [adj] 

CLITORIS CIILORST sex organ [n -ES, -RIDES] 

CLUBABLE ABBCELLU sociable [adj] 

CLUBBIER BBCEILRU CLUBBY, characteristic of club [adj] 

CLUBBING BBCGILNU CLUB, to form club (organized group of persons) [v] 

CLUBBISH BBCHILSU clubby (characteristic of club) [adj] 

CLUBMATE ABCELMTU fellow member of club [n -S] 

CLUBROOM BCLMOORU room for club's meetings [n -S] 

COCOONER CCENOOOR one who retreats to private world of family [n -S] 

COENAMOR ACEMNOOR to inflame with mutual love [v -ED, -ING -S] 

COIFFURE CEFFIORU to coif (to style hair) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COITALLY ACILLOTY COITUS, sexual intercourse [adv] 

COITUSES CEIOSSTU COITUS, sexual intercourse [n] 

COLPITIS CIILOPST vaginal inflammation [n -ES] 

COMPADRE ACDEMOPR close friend [n -S] 

COMPLICE CCEILMOP associate [n -S] 
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CONFRERE CEEFNORR colleague [n -S] 

CONJUGAL ACGJLNOU pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

COOINGLY CGILNOOY in manner of cooing doves, affectionately [adv] 

COPARENT ACENOPRT to share in custody of one's child [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPULATE ACELOPTU to engage in coitus [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COQUETRY CEOQRTUY flirtatious behavior [n -RIES] 

COQUETTE CEEOQTTU coquet (to flirt) [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

CORSETED CDEEORST CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v] 

COSSETED CDEEOSST COSSET, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

COTQUEAN ACENOQTU vulgar woman [n -S] 

COURTING CGINORTU COURT, to woo (to seek affection of) [v] 

COUSINLY CILNOSUY COUSIN, child of one's aunt or uncle [adj] 

COUSINRY CINORSUY cousins collectively [n -RIES] 

CRADLING ACDGILNR CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] 

CRUISIER CEIIRRSU CRUISEY, cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj] / CRUISY [adj] 

CUDDLIER CDDEILRU CUDDLY, fit for cuddling (to hug tenderly) [adj] 

CUDDLING CDDGILNU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

CULTLIKE CEIKLLTU resembling cult (group of zealous devotees) [adj] 

CULTUSES CELSSTUU CULTUS, cult (group of zealous devotees) [n] 

CUPIDITY CDIIPTUY greed; lust [n -TIES] 

CUTENESS CEENSSTU quality of being cute (pleasingly attractive) [n -ES] 

CYBERSEX BCEERSXY online sex-oriented conversation [n -ES] 

CZARITZA AACIRTZZ czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 
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DAMOSELS ADELMOSS DAMOSEL, damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

DAMOZELS ADELMOSZ DAMOZEL, damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

DANDLERS ADDELNRS DANDLER, one that dandles (to fondle (to caress)) [n] 

DANDLING ADDGILNN DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DARLINGS ADGILNRS DARLING, much-loved person [n] 

DAUGHTER ADEGHRTU female child (young person) [n -S] 

DAUPHINE ADEHINPU wife of dauphin (eldest son of French king) [n -S] 

DEARESTS ADEERSST DEAREST, much-loved person [n] 

DEARNESS ADEENRSS state of being dear (greatly loved) [n -ES] 

DEFLOWER DEEFLORW to deprive of flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFRIEND DDEEFINR to remove (person's name) from list of friends [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to one’s gender [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMURELY DEELMRUY DEMURE, shy and modest [adv] 

DEMUREST DEEMRSTU DEMURE, shy and modest [adj] 

DEPRAVER ADEEPRRV one that depraves (to corrupt in morals) [n -S] 

DERRIERE DEEEIRRR buttocks [n] 

DESIRING DEGIINRS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DESIROUS DEIORSSU desiring (to wish for) [adj] 

DEVOTING DEGINOTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v] 

DEVOTION DEINOOTV act of devoting (to give oneself wholly to) [n -S] 

DIGAMIES ADEGIIMS DIGAMY, second legal marriage [n] 
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DIGAMIST ADGIIMST one who practices digamy [n -S] 

DIGAMOUS ADGIMOSU DIGAMY, second legal marriage [adj] 

DIGHTING DGGHIINT DIGHT, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

DISHIEST DEHIISST DISHY, attractive [adj] 

DIVORCEE CDEEIORV divorced woman [n -S] 

DIVORCER CDEIORRV one that divorces (to terminate marriage contract between) [n -S] 

DOGGIEST DEGGIOST DOGGY, resembling or suggestive of dog [adj] 

DOTINGLY DGILNOTY in excessively affectionate manner [adv] 

DOWERIES DEEIORSW DOWERY, dowry (money or property wife brings to her husband at marriage) [n] 

DOWERING DEGINORW DOWER, to provide with dowry [v] 

DOWSABEL ABDELOSW sweetheart [n -S] 

DUDISHLY DDHILSUY in manner of dude (one that dresses up in flashy clothes) [adv] 

DULCINEA ACDEILNU sweetheart [n -S]  

DYSTOCIA ACDIOSTY difficult labor and delivery in childbirth [n -S] 
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ECSTATIC ACCEISTT one that is subject to ecstasies [n -S] 

EMBRACER ABCEEMRR one that embraces (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [n -S] 

EMPATHIC ACEHIMPT EMPATHY, imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [adj] 

ENAMORED ADEEMNOR ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

ENDEARED ADDEEENR ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDEAVOR ADEENORV to make effort [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDOGAMY ADEGMNOY marriage within particular group [n -MIES] 

ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

ENOPHILE EEHILNOP oenophile (lover or connoisseur of wine) [n -S] 

ENRAVISH AEHINRSV to delight greatly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

ENTHRALL AEHLLNRT to charm (to attract irresistibly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTICING CEGIINNT ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTRANCE ACEENNRT to fill with delight or wonder [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ERECTILE CEEEILRT capable of being raised upright [adj] 

EROGENIC CEEGINOR arousing sexual desire [adj] 

EROTICAL ACEILORT EROTIC, amatory poem [adj] 

EROTICAS ACEIORST EROTICA, literature or art dealing with sexual love [n] 

ESCAPADE AACDEEPS reckless adventure [n -S] 

ESPIEGLE EEEGILPS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

ESPOUSAL AELOPSSU marriage ceremony [n -S] 

ESPOUSER EEOPRSSU one that espouses (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [n -S] 

ESTRANGE AEEGNRST to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v -D, -GING, -S]  

ESTROGEN EEGNORST female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus [n -S] 

EUPHORIA AEHIOPRU feeling of well-being [n -S] 

EUPHORIC CEHIOPRU EUPHORIA, feeling of well-being [adj] 

EXCITING CEGIINTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXOGAMIC ACEGIMOX EXOGAMY, marriage outside of particular group [adj] 

EYELINER EEEILNRY makeup for eyes [n -S] 
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FAMILIAL AAFIILLM pertaining to family (group of persons related by blood or marriage) [adj] 

FAMILIAR AAFIILMR close friend or associate [n -S] 

FAMILIES AEFIILMS FAMILY, group of persons related by blood or marriage [n] 

FAMILISM AFIILMMS social structure in which family takes precedence over individual [n -S] 

FAMILIST AFILILMST FAMILISM, social structure in which family takes precedence over individual [n -S] 

FARMWIFE AEFFIMRW farmer's wife [n -IVES] 

FATHERLY AEFHLRTY parental [adj] 

FAVORITE AEFIORTV person or thing preferred above all others [n -S] 

FELICITY CEFIILTY happiness [n -TIES] 

FELLATIO AEFILLOT oral stimulation of penis [n -S] 

FELLATOR AEFLLORT one that fellates (to perform fellatio (oral stimulation of penis)) [n -S] 

FELLOWLY EFLLLOWY friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

FEMININE EEFIIMNN word or form having feminine gender [n -S] 

FEMINISE EEFIIMNS to feminize (to make womanly) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FEMINISM EFIIMMNS doctrine advocating rights for women equal to those of men [n -S] 

FEMINIST EFIIMNST supporter of feminism [n -S] 

FEMINITY EFIIMNTY quality of being womanly (having qualities of woman) [n -TIES] 

FETICHES CEEFHIST FETICH, fetish (object believed to have magical power) [n] 

FETISHES EEFHISST FETISH, object believed to have magical power [n] 

FILIALLY AFIILLLY FILIAL, pertaining to son or daughter [adv] 

FILICIDE CDEFIIIL killing of one’s child [n -S] 

FINERIES EEFIINRS FINERY, elaborate adornment [n] 

FLIRTIER EFIILRRT FLIRTY, given to flirting (to behave amorously) [adj] 

FLIRTING FGIILNRT FLIRT, to behave amorously without serious intent [v] 

FOETUSES EEFOSSTU FOETUS, fetus (unborn organism carried within womb in later stages of its development) [n] 

FOLKLIFE EFFIKLLO traditions, skills, and products of people [n -S, -IVES] 

FOLKLORE EFKLLOOR lore of people [n -S] 

FOLKMOOT FKLMOOOT general assembly of people in early England [n -S] 

FOLKMOTE EFKLMOOT folkmoot general assembly of people in early England) [n -S] 

FOLKSIER EFIKLORS FOLKSY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adj] 

FOLKSILY FIKLLOSY FOLKSY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adv] 

FOLKTALE AEFKLLOT tale forming part of oral tradition of people [n -S] 

FONDLING DFGILNNO one that is fondled [n -S] / FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FONDNESS DEFNNOSS affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) [n -ES] 

FOREBEAR ABEEFORR ancestor [n -S]  

FOREMILK EFIKLMOR milk secreted immediately after childbirth [n -S] 

FOREPLAY AEFLOPRY erotic stimulation preceding sexual intercourse [n -S] 

FORESKIN EFIKNORS prepuce (fold of skin covering penis) [n -S] 

FOXINESS EFINOSSX state of being foxy (crafty) [n -S] 

FRIENDED DDEEFINR FRIEND, to enter into warm association with [v] 

FRIENDLY DEFILNRY one who is friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [n -LIES] 

FRISKIER EFIIKRRS FRISKY, lively and playful [adj] 

FRISKILY FIIKLRSY FRISKY, lively and playful [adv] 

FRISKING FGIIKNRS FRISK, to move or leap about playfully [v] 

FRIVOLED DEFILORV FRIVOL, to behave playfully [v] 

FRIVOLER EFILORRV one that frivols (to behave playfully) [n -S] 

FROLICKY CFIKLORY FROLIC, to play and run about merrily [adj] 
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FROTTAGE AEFFGORT masturbation by rubbing against another person [n -S] 

FROTTEUR EFORRTTU one who practices frottage (masturbation by rubbing against another person) [n -S] 

FRUITFUL FFILRTUU producing abundantly [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 
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GAMBOLED ABDEGLMO GAMBOL, to leap about playfully [v] 

GAMESOME AEEGMMOS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

GENETICS CEEGINST science of heredity [n GENETICS] 

GENIALLY AEGILLNY GENIAL, having pleasant or friendly manner [adv] 

GENITALS AEGILNST sexual organs [n GENITALS] 

GENITURE EEGINRTU birth [n -S] 

GENOGRAM AEGGMNOR diagram of history of behavior patterns of family [n -S] 

GENTLEST EEGLNSTT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GESTURER EEGRRSTU one that gestures (to express by bodily motion) [n -S] 

GIGGLING GGGGIILN GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GIRLHOOD DGHILOOR state of being girl [n -S] 

GIRLIEST EGIILRST GIRLY, girlie (girlish (having characteristics of girl)) [adj] 

GLADDEST ADDEGLST GLAD, feeling pleasure [adj] 

GLADDING ADDGGILN GLAD, to gladden (to make glad) [v] 

GLADLIER ADEGILLR GLADLY, in glad manner [adv] 

GLADNESS ADEGLNSS state of being glad (feeling pleasure) [n -ES] 

GLADSOME ADEGLMOS glad (feeling pleasure) [adj -R, -ST] 

GLAMMING AGGILMMN GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] 

GLAMOURS AGLMORSU GLAMOUR, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 

GLIMPSER EGILMPRS one that glimpses (to see for instant) [n -S] 

GODCHILD CDDGHILO one whom person sponsors at baptism [n -REN] 

GONADIAL AADGILNO GONAD, sex gland [adj] 

GOODLIER DEGILOOR GOODLY, of pleasing appearance [adj] 

GOODWIFE DEFGIOOW mistress of household [n -IVES] 

GOODWILL DGILLOOW attitude of friendliness [n -S] 

GOURMAND ADGMNORU one who loves to eat [n -S] 

GRABBLER ABBEGLRR one that grabbles (to grope (to feel about with hands)) [n -S] 

GRAMPIES AEGIMPRS GRAMPY, grampa (grandfather) [n] 

GRANDAME AADEGMNR grandam (grandmother) [n -S] 

GRANDDAD AADDDGNR grandfather [n -S] 

GRANDKID ADDGIKNR child of one's son or daughter [n -S] 

GRANDSIR ADGINRRS grandfather [n -S] 

GRANDSON ADGNNORS son of one’s son or daughter [n -S] 

GRANNIES AEGONNRS GRANNY, grandmother [n] 

GREETING EEGGINRT GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v] 

GUARDIAN AADGINRU one that guards (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n -S] 

GUIDABLE ABDEGILU GUIDE, to show way to [adj] 

GUIDANCE ACDEGINU advice (recommendation regarding decision or action) [n -S] 

GYNANDRY ADGNNRYY condition of having both male and female sexual organs [n -RIES] 
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HAEREDES ADEEEHRS HAERES, heres (heir) [n] 

HANDSOME ADEHMNOS attractive [adj -R, -ST] 

HANKERED ADEEHKNR HANKER, to long for [v] 

HANKERER AEEHKNRR one that hankers (to long for) [n -S] 

HAPPIEST AEHIPPST HAPPY, marked by joy [adj] 

HARDBODY ABDDHORY attractive person with muscular body [n -DIES] 

HARLOTRY AHLORRTY prostitution [n -RIES] 

HAUSFRAU AAFHRSUU housewife [n -EN, -S] 

HEARTIER AEEHIRRT HEARTY, very friendly [adj] 

HEARTIES AEEHIRST HEARTY, comrade (close friend) [n] 

HEARTILY AEHILRTY HEARTY, very friendly [adv] 

HEDONICS CDEHINOS branch of psychology pertaining to pleasure [n] 

HEDONISM DEHIMNOS pursuit of pleasure [n S] 

HEDONIST DEHINOST follower of hedonism [n -S] 

HEIRSHIP EHHIIPRS right to inheritance [n -S] 

HELLOING EGHILLNO HELLO, to greet (to address in friendly and courteous way) [v] 

HELPMATE AEEHLMPT helpful companion [n -S]  

HELPMEET EEEHLMPT helpmate (helpful companion) [n -S] 

HERPESES EEEHPRSS HERPES, skin infection [n] 

HERPETIC CEEHIPRT HERPES, skin infection [adj] 

HETAERIC ACEEHIRT HETAERA, concubine [adj] 

HOMELIER EEHILMOR HOMELY, unattractive (not attractive) [adj] 

HONEYPOT EHNOOPTY one that is attractive or desirable [n S] 

HONGIING GGHIINNO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HOSTILES EHILOSST HOSTILE, unfriendly person [n] 

HOYDENED DDEEHNOY HOYDEN, to act like tomboy [v] 

HUGGABLE ABEGGHLU cuddlesome [adj] 

HUGGIEST EGGHISTU HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] 

HUMORFUL FHLMORUU humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

HUMORING GHIMNORU HUMOR, to indulge (to yield to desire of) [v] 

HUMOROUS HMOORSUU funny; witty [adj] 

HUMOURED DEHMORUU HUMOUR, to humor (to indulge (to yield to desire of)) [v] 

HUNGERED DEEGHNRU HUNGER, to crave (to desire greatly) [v] 

HUNKIEST EHIKNSTU HUNKY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

HYMENEAL AEEHLMNY wedding song or poem [n -S] 
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IDOLIZER DEIILORZ one that idolizes (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [n -S] 

IMPOTENT EIMNOPTT one that is powerless [n -S] 

INDULGER DEGILNRU one that indulges (to yield to desire of) [n -S] 

INFECTER CEEFINRT one that infects (to contaminate with disease-producing germs) [n -S] 

INFECTOR CEFINORT infecter (one that infects (to contaminate with disease-producing germs)) [n -S] 

INFECUND CDEFINNU barren (unproductive (not productive)) [adj] 

INIMICAL ACIIILMN unfriendly (not friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [adj] 

INTERSEX EEINRSTX person having characteristics of both sexes [n -ES] 
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INTHRALL AHILLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

INTIMACY ACIIMNTY state of being closely associated [n -CIES] 

INTIMIST IIIMNSTT writer or artist who deals with deep personal experiences [n -S] 

INVIRILE EIIILNRV not virile (having masculine vigor) [adj] 
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JAILBAIT AABIIJLT girl under age of consent with whom sexual intercourse constitutes statutory rape [n -S] 

JEWELING EEGIJLNW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 

JEWELLED DEEEJLLW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 

JIGGIEST EGGIIJST JIGGY, pleasurably excited [adj] 

JOYFULLY FJLLOUYY JOYFUL, happy (marked by joy) [adv] 

JOYOUSLY JLOOSUYY JOYOUS, joyful (happy (marked by joy)) [adv] 
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KAISERIN AEIIKNRS kaiser's wife [n -S] 

KICKIEST CEIIKKST KICKY, exciting [adj] 

KINDLIER DEIIKLNR KINDLY, kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adj] 

KINDNESS DEIKNNSS quality of being kind [n -ES] 

KISSABLE ABEIKLSS KISS, to touch with lips as sign of affection [adj] 

KISSABLY ABIKLSSY KISS, to touch with lips as sign of affection [adv] 

KISSIEST EIIKSSST KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KLATCHES ACEHKLST KLATCH, social gathering [n] 

KNEESIES EEEIKNSS pressing of one's knees against another person's knees [n KNEESIES] 
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LABIALLY AABILLLY by means of lips [adv] 

LADYLOVE ADELLOVY sweetheart [n -S] 

LARKIEST AEIKLRST LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKSOME AEKLMORS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LASTBORN ABLNORST child born last in family [n -S] 

LAUGHING AGGHILNU laughter [n -S] / LAUGH, to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds [v] 

LAUGHTER AEGHLRTU act or sound of one that laughs [n -S] 

LAVISHER AEHILRSV one that lavishes (to expend or give in great amounts) [n -S] 

LECHERED CDEEEHLR LECHER, to engage in lechery [v] 

LESBIGAY ABEGILSY lesbian, bisexual, or male homosexual [n -S] 

LETCHING CEGHILNT LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

LEVIRATE AEEILRTV custom of marrying widow of one's brother [n -S] 

LIKEABLE ABEEIKLL likable (pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

LIKEABLY ABEIKLLY LIKEABLE, likable (pleasant (pleasing)) [adv] 

LINGERIE EEGIILNR women's underwear [n -S] 

LIPGLOSS GILLOPSS cosmetic for making lips glossy [n -ES] 

LIPLINER EIILLNPR cosmetic applied to outline of lips [n -S] 

LIPSTICK CIIKLPST cosmetic used to color lips [n -S] 

LOOKSISM IKLMOOSS lookism (discrimination based on physical appearance) [n -S] 
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LOTHARIO AHILOORT seducer of women [n -S] 

LOVEABLE ABEELLOV lovable (having qualities that attract love) [adj] 

LOVEABLY ABELLOVY LOVEABLE, lovable (having qualities that attract love) [adv] 

LOVEBIRD BDEILORV small parrot [n -S] 

LOVEBUG BEGLOUV small black fly that swarms along highways [n -S] 

LOVEFEST EEFLOSTV gathering to promote good feeling [n -S] 

LOVELESS EELLOSSV feeling no love [adj] 

LOVELIER EEILLORV LOVELY, beautiful [adj] 

LOVELIES EEILLOSV LOVELY, beautiful woman [n] 

LOVELILY EILLLOVY in lovely manner [adv] 

LOVELOCK CEKLLOOV lock of hair hanging separately [n -S] 

LOVELORN ELLNOORV not loved (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S] 

LOVESICK CEIKLOSV languishing with love [adj] 

LOVESOME EELMOOSV lovely (beautiful) [adj] 

LOVEVINE EEILNOVV twining herb [n -S] 

LURINGLY GILLNRUY in enticing manner [adv] 

LUSCIOUS CILOSSUU having very pleasing taste or smell [adj] 
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MACHISMO ACHIMMOS strong masculinity [n -S] 

MACHOISM ACHIMMOS machismo (strong masculinity) [n -S] 

MAENADES AADEEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

MAENADIC AACDEIMN MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [adj] 

MAGDALEN AADEGLMN reformed prostitute [n -S] 

MAHARANI AAAHIMNR wife of maharaja [n -S] 

MAIDENLY ADEILMNY MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [adj] 

MALENESS AEELMNSS quality of being male [n -ES] 

MANLIEST AEILMNST MANLY, having qualities of man [adj] 

MARCHESA AACEHMRS wife or widow of marchese [n -SE] 

MARCHESI ACEHIMRS MARCHESE, MARCHESA, wife or widow of marchese [n] 

MARQUISE AEIMQRSU wife or widow of marquis [n -S] 

MARRIAGE AAEGIMRR legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex [n -S] 

MARROWED ADEMORRW MARROW, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

MARRYING AGIMNRRY MARRY, to enter into marriage [v] 

MASSEUSE AEEMSSSU woman who massages [n -S] 

MATINESS AEIMNSST friendliness (quality of being friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [n -ES] 

MATRONLY ALMNORTY MATRON, married woman of established social position [adj] 

MENTORED DEEMNORT MENTOR, to serve as friend and teacher to [v] 

MIDLIFER DEFIILMR middle-aged person [n -S] 

MINIPILL IIILLMNP birth control pill containing no estrogen [n -S] 

MISANDRY ADIMNRSY hatred of men [n -RIES] 

MISCARRY ACIMRRSY to be unsuccessful [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

MISLABOR ABILMORS to labor badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISOGAMY AGIMMOSY hatred of marriage [n -MIES] 

MISOGYNY GIMNOSYY hatred of women [n -NIES] 
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MISSISES EIIMSSSS MISSIS, wife (woman married to man) [n] 

MISSUSES EIMSSSSU MISSUS, missis (wife (woman married to man)) [n] 

MISTRESS EIMRSSST woman in position of authority [n -ES] 

MODESTER DEEMORST MODEST, having moderate regard for oneself [adj] 

MODESTLY DELMOSTY MODEST, having moderate regard for oneself [adv] 

MONANDRY ADMNNORY condition of having one husband at time [n -RIES] 

MONECIAN ACEIMNNO having both male and female sex organs in same individual [adj] 

MONOGAMY AGMMNOOY marriage with one person at time [n -MIES] 

MONOGYNY GMNNOOYY condition of having one wife at time [n -NIES] 

MOTHERED DEEHMORT MOTHER, to give birth to [v] 

MOTHERLY EHLMORTY maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

MOVINGLY GILMNOVY so as to affect emotions [adv] 

MUCHACHA AACCHHMU young woman [n -S] 

MUCHACHO ACCHHMOU young man [n -S] 

MUNCHKIN CHIKMNNU small friendly person [n -S] 
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NAKEDEST ADEEKNST NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adj] 

NEWLYWED DEELNWWY person recently married [n -S] 

NICENESS CEEINNSS quality of being nice (pleasing to senses) [n -ES] 

NONADULT ADLNNOTU person who is not adult [n -S] 

NOVERCAL ACELNORV pertaining to stepmother [adj] 

NUBILITY BIILNTUY quality of being nubile (suitable for marriage) [n -TIES] 

NUDENESS DEENNSSU nudity (state of being nude (being without clothing or covering)) [n -ES] 

NUDITIES DEIINSTU NUDITY, state of being nude (being without clothing or covering) [n] 

NURTURAL ALNRRTUU pertaining to process of nurturing [adj] 

NURTURER ENRRRTUU one that nurtures (to nourish (to sustain with food)) [n -S] 
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OBSESSED BDEEOSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v] 

OBSESSES BEEOSSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v] 

OBSESSOR BEOORSSS something that obsesses (to dominate thoughts of) [n -S] 

OCTOROON CNOOOORT person of one-eighth black ancestry [n -S] 

OEDIPEAN ADEEINOP oedipal (pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex) [adj] 

OEILLADE ADEEILLO amorous look [n -S] 

OESTRIOL EILOORST estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

OESTRONE EENOORST estrone (estrogen female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

ORECTIVE CEEIORTV orectic (pertaining to appetites or desires) [adj] 

ORGASMED ADEGMORS ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [v] 

ORGASMIC ACGIMORS ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [adj] 

ORGASTIC ACGIORST ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [adj] 

ORNAMENT AEMNNORT to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ORPHANED ADEHNOPR ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

OSCULATE ACELOSTU to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTCHARM ACHMORTU to surpass in charming [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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OVERFOND DEFNOORV too fond or affectionate [adj] 

OVERLOVE EELOORVV to love to excess [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OXYTOCIC CCIOOTXY drug that hastens process of childbirth [n -S] 

OXYTOCIN CINOOTXY pituitary hormone [n -S] 
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PALIMONY AILMNOPY allowance paid to one member of unmarried couple who have separated [n -NIES] 

PALLIEST AEILLPST PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

PALSIEST AEILPSST PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PAMPERER AEEMPPRR one that pampers (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [n -S] 

PANDERER ADEENPRR one that panders (to provide gratification for others' desires) [n -S] 

PARAMOUR AAMOPRRU illicit lover [n -S] 

PAZAZZES AAEPSZZZ PAZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PEDERAST ADEEPRST man who engages in sexual activities with boys [n -S] 

PERFUMER EEFMPRRU one that perfumes (to fill with fragrant odor) [n -S] 

PERVIEST EEIPRSTV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 

PHALLISM AHILLMPS worship of phallus as symbolic of nature's creative power [n -S] 

PHALLIST AHILLPST one who practices phallism (worship of phallus as symbolic of nature's creative power) [n -S] 

PHRATRAL AAHLPRRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

PHRATRIC ACHIPRRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

PHYSIQUE EHIPQSUY form or structure of body [n -S] 

PILLOWED DEILLOPW PILLOW, to rest on pillow (cushion for head) [v] 

PIZZAZES AEIPSZZZ PIZZAZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PLATONIC ACILNOPT purely spiritual and free from sensual desire [adj] 

PLAYGIRL AGILLPRY woman devoted to pleasurable activities [n -S] 

PLAYMATE AAELMPTY companion in play [n -S] 

PLEASANT AAELNPST pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] 

PLEASING AEGILNPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEASURE AEELPRSU to please (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

POLYGAMY AGLMOPYY condition of having more than one spouse at same time [n -MIES] 

POLYGYNY GLNOPYYY condition of having more than one wife at same time [n -NIES] 

PORNIEST EINOPRST PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

PREADULT ADELPRTU person not yet adult [n -S] 

PREBIRTH BEHIPRRT period preceding child's birth [n -S] 

PRECIOUS CEIOPRSU darling (much-loved person) [n -ES] 

PREGGERS EEGGPRRS pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adj] 

PREGNANT AEGNNPRT carrying developing fetus in uterus [adj] 

PRENATAL AAELNPRT prior to birth [adj] 

PRIAPEAN AAEINPPR priapic (phallic (pertaining to phallus (penis))) [adj] 

PRIAPISM AIIMPPRS persistent erection of penis [n -S] 

PRIMPING GIIMNPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRINCESS CEINPRSS non-reigning female member of royal family [n -ES] 

PRINCIPE CEIINPPR prince (non-reigning male member of royal family) [n -PI] 

PRINKING GIIKNNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PROSTATE AEOPRSTT gland in male mammals [n -S] 

PRURIENT EINPRRTU having lustful thoughts or desires [adj] 
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PUBERTAL ABELPRTU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

PUERPERA AEEPPRRU woman who has recently given birth to child [n -E] 
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QUADROON ADNOOQRU person of one-quarter black ancestry [n -S] 
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RAKEHELL AEEHKLLR man lacking in moral restraint [n -S] 

RANDIEST ADEINRST RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RELATIVE AEEILRTV one who is connected with another by blood or marriage [n -S]  

ROMANCER ACEMNORR one that romances (to woo (to seek affection of)) [n -S] 

ROMANTIC ACIMNORT fanciful person [n -S] 
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SAPPHISM AHIMPPSS lesbianism [n -S] 

SAPPHIST AHIPPSST lesbian (female homosexual) [n -S] 

SENORITA AEINORST unmarried Spanish girl or woman [n -S] 

SENSUOUS ENOSSSUU pertaining to or derived from senses [adj] 

SERAGLIO AEGILORS harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women) [n -S] 

SEXINESS EEINSSSX quality or state of being sexy (arousing sexual desire) [n -ES] 

SEXOLOGY EGLOOSXY study of human sexual behavior [n -GIES] 

SEXUALLY AELLSUXY SEXUAL, pertaining to sex [adv] 

SHADCHAN AACDHHNS Jewish marriage broker [n -IM, -S] 

SHADKHAN AADHHKNS shadchan (Jewish marriage broker) [n -IM, -S] 

SIDEKICK CDEIIKKS close friend [n -S] 

SISSIEST EIISSSST SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

SISTERED DEEIRSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SISTERLY EILRSSTY of or resembling sister [adv] 

SLUTTIER EILRSTTU SLUTTY, characteristic of slut (slovenly woman) [adj] 

SLUTTISH HILSSTTU SLUT, slovenly woman [adj] 

SMOOCHED CDEHMOOS SMOOCH, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SMOOCHER CEHMOORS one that smooches (to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection)) [n -S] 

SMOOCHES CEHMOOSS SMOOCH, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SNOGGING GGGINNOS SNOG, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SOCIABLE ABCEILOS social (friendly gathering) [n -S] 

SOCIABLY ABCILOSY in friendly manner [adv] 

SODOMIES DEIMOOSS SODOMY, unnatural copulation [n] 

SODOMISE DEIMOOSS to sodomize (to engage in sodomy with) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SODOMIST DIMOOSST sodomite (one who practices sodomy) [n -S] 

SODOMITE DEIMOOST one who practices sodomy [n -S] 

SODOMIZE DEIMOOSZ to engage in sodomy with [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOFTCORE CEFOORST less than explicit in depicting sex acts [adj] 

SORORATE AEOORRST marriage of man usually with his deceased wife's sister [n -S] 

SOULMATE AELMOSTU person with whom one is perfectly suited [n -S] 
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SPINSTER EINPRSST unmarried woman who is past usual age for marrying [n -S] 

SPOONIER EINOOPRS SPOONEY, spoony (overly sentimental) [adj] / SPOONY [adj] 

SPOONIES EINOOPSS SPOONY, spoony (overly sentimental) person [n] 

SPOONILY ILNOOPSY SPOONY, overly sentimental [adv] 

SPOUSING GINOPSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

SPRINGAL AGILNPRS young man [n -S] 

SPROGLET EGLOPRST sprog (small child (young person)) [n -S] 

STAGETTE AEEGSTTT all-female party for woman about to be married [n -S] 

STRANGER AEGNRRST to estrange (to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRUMPET EMPRSTTU prostitute [n -S] 

STUDLIER DEILRSTU STUDLY, muscular and attractive [adj] 

SUCKHOLE CEHKLOSU offensive word [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SWINGING GGIINNSW practice of swapping sex partners [n  

SYBARITE ABEIRSTY person devoted to pleasure and luxury [n -S] 

SYPHILIS HIILPSSY venereal disease [n -ES] 
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TAKINGLY AGIKLNTY in attractive manner [adv] 

TEENAGER AEEEGNRT person between ages of thirteen and nineteen [n -S] 

TENDERER DEEENRRT TENDER, soft or delicate [adj]  

THIRLING GHIILNRT THIRL, to thrill (to excite greatly) [v] 

THRILLED DEHILLRT THRILL, to excite greatly [v] 

THRILLER EHILLRRT one that thrills (to excite greatly) [n -S] 

THRUSTER EHRRSTTU one that thrusts (to push forcibly) [n -S] 

THRUSTOR HORRSTTU thruster (one that thrusts (to push forcibly)) [n -S] 

TOGETHER EEGHORTT into union or relationship [adv] 

TOVARICH ACHIORTV comrade (close friend) [n -ES] 

TOVARISH AHIORSTV tovarich (comrade (close friend)) [n -ES] 

TRIBADIC ABCDIIRT TRIBADE, lesbian (female homosexual) [adj] 

TROILISM IILMORST sexual relations involving three persons [n -S] 

TROLLOPY LLOOPRTY TROLLOP, prostitute [adj] 

TROTHING GHINORTT TROTH, to betroth (to engage to marry) [v] 

TRUELOVE EELORTUV sweetheart [n -S] 

TRUSTFUL FLRSTTUU inclined to trust [adj] 

TRUSTIER EIRRSTTU TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adj] 

TRUSTILY ILRSTTUY TRUSTY, worthy of trust [adv] 

TRYSTING GINRSTTY TRYST, to agree to meet [v] 

TSAREVNA AAENRSTV czarevna (daughter of czar) [n -S] 

TSARITZA AAIRSTTZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 

TZAREVNA AAENRTVZ czarevna (daughter of czar) [n -S] 

TZARITZA AAIRTTZZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 
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UNALLIED ADEILLNU not allied (to unite in formal relationship) [adj] 

UNBUTTON BNNOTTUU to unfasten buttons of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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UNEROTIC CEINORTU not erotic [adj] 

UNFILIAL AFIILLNU not filial (pertaining to son or daughter) [adj] 

UNFONDLY DFLNNOUY not fondly (in fond (having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love)) manner) [adv]  

UNFRIEND DEFINNRU to defriend (to remove (person's name) from list of friends) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNGENIAL AEGILNNU not genial (having pleasant or friendly manner) [adj] 

UNISEXES EEINSSUX UNISEX, condition of not being distinguishable as to sex [n] 

UNKISSED DEIKNSSU not kissed (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [adj] 

UNLOVELY ELLNOUVY not lovely (beautiful) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNLOVING GILNNOUV not loving (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

UNPRETTY ENPRTTUY not pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj -TTIER, -TTIEST] 

UNSEXIER EEINRSUX UNSEXY, not sexy (arousing sexual desire) [adj] 

UNSEXILY EILNSUXY not sexily (in sexy (arousing sexual desire) manner) [adv]  

UNSEXING EGINNSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNSEXUAL AELNSUUX not sexual (pertaining to sex) [adj] 

UNWEDDED DDDEENUW not wedded (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [adj] 

UNWIFELY EFILNUWY WIFELY, of or befitting wife [adj] 

UNZIPPED DEINPPUZ UNZIP, to open zipper of [v] 

URANISMS AIMNRSSU URANISM, homosexuality [n] 

UXORIOUS IOORSUUX excessively submissive or devoted to one's wife [adj] 
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VACATION AACINOTV to take vacation (period of time devoted to rest and relaxation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

VALKYRIE AEIKLRVY maiden in Norse mythology [n -S] 

VENERIES EEEINRSV VENERY, sexual intercourse [n] 

VIBRATOR ABIORRTV something that vibrates [n -S] 

VIRILELY EIILLRVY VIRILE, having masculine vigor [adv] 

VIRILISE EIIILRSV to virilize (to induce male characteristics in (female)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

VIRILISM IIILMRSV development of male secondary sex characteristics in female [n -S] 

VIRILITY IIILRTVY quality or state of being virile [n -TIES] 

VIRILIZE EIIILRVZ to induce male characteristics in (female) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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WATERBED ABDEERTW bed whose mattress is plastic bag filled with water [n -S]  

WENCHING CEGHINNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WHOREDOM DEHMOORW prostitution [n -S] 

WHORESON EHNOORSW bastard (illegitimate child) [n -S] 

WIDOWING DGIINOWW WIDOW, to deprive of husband [v] 

WIFEHOOD DEFHIOOW state of being wife [n -S] 

WIFELESS EEFILSSW having no wife [adj] 

WIFELIER EEFIILRW WIFELY, of or befitting wife [adj] 

WIFELIKE EEFIIKLW wifely (of or befitting wife) [adj] 

WOMANISE AEIMNOSW to womanize (to make effeminate) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

WOMANISH AHIMNOSW characteristic of woman [adj] 

WOMANISM AIMMNOSW belief in or respect for women [n -S] 

WOMANIST AIMNOSTW supporter of womanism [n -S] 
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WOMANIZE AEIMNOWZ to make effeminate [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

WOOINGLY GILNOOWY attractively (in attractive manner) [adv] 
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YEARNING AEGINNRY strong or deep desire [n -S] / YEARN, to have strong or deep desire [v] 
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ZOOPHILE EHILOOPZ lover of animals [n -S] 

ZOOPHILY HILOOPYZ love of animals [n -LIES] 
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